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CompTIA A+ 220-801 and 220-802 Authorized Practice Questions Exam Cram, Fifth Edition

complements any A+ study plan with 700 practice test questions in the book. This package’s

highly realistic questions cover every area of knowledge for both new A+ exams: 220-801 and

220-802. Limited Time Offer: Buy CompTIA A+ 220-801 and 220-802 Authorized Practice

Questions Exam Cram and receive a 10% off discount code for the CompTIA A+ 220-801 and

220-802 exams. To receive your 10% off discount code:Register your product at

pearsonITcertification.com/registerGo to your Account page and click on “Access Bonus

ContentMaster Your Knowledge of the A+ Exam!Features 700 questions, organized to reflect

the newest objectives for the A+ exams, so you can easily assess your knowledge of every

topic.Each question includes a detailed answer explanation.Provides complete coverage of all

objectives for the 220-801 and 220-802 A+ exams. David L. Prowse is an author, a computer

network specialist, and a technical trainer. Over the past several years he has authored several

titles for Pearson Education, including the well-received CompTIA A+ Exam Cram and

CompTIA Security+ Cert Guide. As a consultant, he installs and secures the latest in computer

and networking technology. Over the past decade he has also taught CompTIA A+, Network+,

and Security+ certification courses, both in the classroom and via the Internet. He runs the

website www.davidlprowse.com, where he gladly answers questions from students and

readers. 

About the AuthorDavid L. Prowse is an author, a computer network specialist, and a technical

trainer. Over the past several years he has authored several titles for Pearson Education,

including the well-received CompTIA A+ Exam Cram and CompTIA Security+ Cert Guide. As a

consultant, he installs and secures the latest in computer and networking technology. Over the

past decade he has also taught CompTIA A+, Network+, and Security+ certification courses,

both in the classroom and via the Internet. He runs the website www.davidlprowse.com, where

he gladly answers questions from students and readers.--This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.
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Life and Health Insurance License Exam Cram, Postal Clerk and Carrier Exam Cram (473, 473-

C, 460), ASVAB Exam Cram: Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery, CompTIA A+

220-801 and 220-802 Practice Questions Exam Cram, CompTIA A+ 220-801 and 220-802

Exam Cram, MACE Exam Cram: Medication Aide Certification Exam, PMP Exam Cram:

Project Management Professional, CompTIA A+ 220-901 and 220-902 Exam Cram

K. Robinson Sr., “Very please with the Author, he email me back with a solution to his book..

This is a must have for your studing of the Comptia A+ certs. I know that may sound corny but

this book is very good. I would also recommend purchasing the six edition as well. I did not

because I did not know it was there. But I think I have enuff material to pass. The test engine

for this book is very good. Oh..one more note: the Author of this books actually emails you back

and talk about your concerns about this book and other materials in reference to this book. I

had trouble downloading the test engine. So i email publisher did not get a respones. So I

emailed the author through his contact form. A day or two later he had email me back with a

solution to the test engine, he just email me the link and ask was there any other issues. For

that, he gets ten stars for his service. I'm planning on purchasing the network series of Exam

Cram well this will be just of many books. But make Exam Cram either number one or number

two purchase.”

Breeze, “Great book to get you certified in your career field.. Great product to help me with

studying since this is almost the exact thing you will see on the A+ certification. According to

my instructor this will be the best book to help with training for the big test as I take the class.

Funny thing is the class ends a day before my birthday. Haha! My instructor has used some of

this material in class to see if we got it and I actually find it quite helpful for studying so I will be

using this book and the Mike Meyer's Passport A+ Certification books (4th and 5th edition,

basically the same except virtualization is in the 5th edition.) Both books will help you with

getting your certification and open many doors that may have been closed to you along the

way. Once I pass this class and the final exam. I plan on going for the Network+ and Security+

certs as well. I'm securing my future. Use this book everybody that has use this got it and

moved on.”

honzuki, “Some hairy questions at the end, but amazingly useful.. I used this and the Exam

Cram textbook as my main study tools for passing the A+ exams. The author has some great

advice on preparing for the exams by using these mock exams.Make sure you can score 90%

on each exam before moving on to the next one. Don't get too freaked out by the harder exams

at the end. The real deal won't be quite that hard, but if you can get 90% on the last exams,

then you're good to go.You get three 801 exams, and four 802 exams for your money, and

that's a good deal. The 802 exams alone are worth the price of the book.Make sure you check

the author's website for the latest info, too.Good luck!”

ScoJoh, “Excellent Resource!. I bought this E-Book after going through the CertMaster

Comptia program. Here's the deal, if I had NOT had this practice test book, I would NOT have

passed. Period. The CertMaster program gives you a good foundation, but without this extra

study material, I definitely would have failed. There were still a few things on the tests that I

didn't remember studying at all, but I passed both with very good scores.I highly recommend

this.With my purchase I also got a link to download the PearsonVue PC Program that is



basically all the questions in the book in electronic format, and I did the bulk of my study with

that, although all the questions in that are in this book, word for word.”

diego, “This is it, the answer you have been looking for!. I am CompTIA A+ certified!Thanks to

this book and the Exam Cram 220-801 220-802 Sixth Edition by David L ProwseISBN:

9780789749710Both of these books have helped me obtain the CompTIA A+ Certification.

They prepared me mentally and covered the most important topics from CompTIA A+

objectives.What does this book give you?700 practice questions in the book! Also they are on

the disk too.You get 300 practice questions in the book solely on 220-801AndYou get an

additional 400 practice questions solely on the 220-802What better way to prepare yourself

than to practice with these questions to give you the confidence you need to be successful on

exam day. David L Prowse explains the answers to each question and even gives you helpful

test taking tips. It helped me.I've done it, now it is your turn. Get this book!”

Michael Henry, “Excellent companion. Awesome study guides, combine this book (just more

questions and tests) and the 6th edition study guide, (content and questions) http://

www.amazon.com/gp/product/0789749718/ref=oh_aui_detailpage_o05_s00?ie=UTF8&psc=1 ,

study and test daily and you will be successful. I just passed my 801 test with an 813/900.

The hardware test is the one I dread the most. The questions are not the same as the actual

test, but the material is. Just take your time, use common sense, picture the scenario at hand

and relax. I am going in head first into the 802 material and should test in 2-3 weeks. These

books each come with a 10% coupon for one test. Just follow the above instructions. Saves

me 20% on the next test. (I didn’t register for the coupons until after I already paid for the 801

test).”

Emily, “Best book i've used so far, 100% RECCOMENDED. This is the best book EVER , i

recommend buying the sixth edition as well having the fifth n sixth edition is all u need to pass

the CompTIA + examthis ebook comes with a activation code for pearson vue software which

includes a study mode a simulation mode and explanations for each question it also comes

with a code for the safari library that you can have access to a free 30 trial and read any of the

safari books, where you will find the Exam cram series of books there as well! :) i give this book

5 stars i have over 10 ebooks that i tried to use and many software that cost too much but i feel

that i hit the jackpot with this one , i was going to pay 200$ for cram master (Exam force) which

is a really great software for studying but once i download the pearson vue software that came

with this book , i felt that i didnt need the cram master anymore because theyre content is so

similar that i just save myself 200 bucks. BUY THIS BOOK YOU WILL PASS!!! don't forget to

activate the pearson vue this is truly a bundle worth your money for less than 15$ i got

everything i need to pass this test and im feeling truly confident Ive already purchase my A+

voucher and will be taking the test soon! :) i usually don't do review but this was just

AWESOME!”

M. Dyson, “Good training! But no index!. Excellent preparation tool for working as a technician.

Follows the same clarity of writing as the main textbook and I like the way the difficulty

increases as you work through the book. Also helpful is the format of having the first part

structured by topic and the latter two-thirds of the book presenting randomly selected

questions. This is a great idea from a learning point of view but what is missing is an index. I

regard this as quite a serious omission because if you want to test your understanding very

specifically or prepare questions for someone else your training then the task is made harder



by the lack of an index - and for the sake of few extra pages why isn't it there?? Hence I can't

give it 5 stars.”

matthew mcmanus, “Almost every one who has the comptia A+ would have .... Almost every

one who has the comptia A+ would have bought and will recomend pearson vue exam cram,

It's one of the main books that you "MUST HAVE!!", If you want to pass your A+,”

Emmanuel Oboh, “Five Stars. great book and good seller”

The book by David L. Prowse has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 160 people have provided feedback.
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